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On the Use of Compactly Supported Density Estimates 
in Problems of Discrimination 
PETER HALI 
It is often proposed t R. P. W. Duin. I.E.E.E. Tru,l.\. C’f~,,l/w 25 ( 1976). 
1175-I 179; J. D. F. Habbema. J. Hermans. and J. Rcmme. “Compstat 197X” 
(Corsten and Hermans, Eds.). pp. 178-185, “Compstat 1974” (G. Bruchman. Ed.). 
pp. 101-I IO; D. J. Hand. “Discrtmination and Classification.” Wiley. Chtchcster. 
1981. “Kernel Discriminant Analysis.” Research Studies, Chichester. 1987) that 
KullbackkLeibler loss or likelihood cross-vahdation be used to select the window 
size when a kernel density estimate is constructed for purposes of discriminatton. 
Some numerical work (E. F. Schuster and G. G. Gregory. “Fifteenth Annual Sym- 
posium on the Interface of Computer Science and Statisttcs” (W. F. Eddy. Ed.). 
pp. 2955298. Springer-Vcrlag. New York. 1981 ) argues against thts proposal. but a 
major theoretical contribution (Y. S. Chow. S. Geman. and L. I>. Wu. :t,r~. .Sr~t!r/. 
I I (1983). 25-38) demonstrates consistency in the important cast of compactly sup- 
ported kernels. In the present paper we argue that in the context 01 
Kullbackletbler loss and ltkehhood cross-validation, compactly \upported kernels 
are an unwise choice. They can result in unnecessarily large loss. and can kad to 
inhnite loss when likelihood cross-validation is used IO aelcct window YILC C‘om- 
pactly supported kernels often dictate that wrndow size bc chosen by tradmg off 
one part of the variance component of loss against the other. with scant regard for 
bras: compare the classical theory. where minimum loss is achieved by trading off 
variance against bias. 1 let7 4c‘ukmK I+\\. In‘ 
I. INTKODI;~TI~N 
Kullback~ Leibler loss, sometimes termed Kullback information or dis- 
crimination information, is often proposed as an appropriate measure of 
loss in problems of discrimination [21. p. 422; 22. Chap. 11. The dis- 
crimination information “about” a density ,q, given a density ,f; equals the 
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expected amount of information available in a single observation from.f’for 
distinguishing between .f’ and K. That property has led to extensive study of 
discrimination procedures based on nonparametric density estimation and 
Kullback Leibler loss [7-9, 16. 171. 
Those authors who adhere to this development generally use the techni- 
que of likelihood cross-validation to select window size. It is known [3] 
that this technique leads to asymptotic minimization of Kullback Leibler 
loss when the unknown density is discrete, and hopes have been expressed 
[3] that the same might be true in the continuum. A major contribution by 
Chow c’t ~1. [S] shows that when using compactly supported kernels. 
likelihood cross-validation leads to consistent estimation of compactly sup- 
ported densities. That important paper qualifies fears engendered by 
Schuster and Gregory [2X]. who showed that inconsistency can result from 
using compactly supported kernels with infinitely supported densities. The 
work of Chow c’t trl. has stood for some years as the only theoretical 
description of likelihood cross-validation in the continuous case. The 
assumption of a compactly supported kernel is crucial to their argument. 
In the present paper we argue that compactly supported kernels are an 
unwise choice if KullbackkLeibler loss is used as a measure of distance, or 
if likelihood cross-validation is used to select bandwidth. We demonstrate 
that, far from minimizing loss. likelihood cross-validation can result in 
infinite Kullback Leibler loss when the kernel is compactly supported. 
even though it leads to consistency. Following [5], we shall concentrate on 
the case where the density has bounded support. 
There are several other striking aspects to our conclusions. For example, 
when the kernel is compactly supported, the size of minimum 
Kullback Leibler loss is often determined by balancing one part of the 
variance component against another, with scant regard for properties of the 
bias component. Paradoxically. the size of bias in this situation can be very 
large. This peculiar behaviour arises because the compactness of a kernel’s 
support creates a barrier, rendering Kullback-Leibler loss infinite if the 
window size is chosen smaller than a certain value. Bias would be 
decreased to the level of variance if that barrier could be crossed. The net 
result is an unacceptably large loss, even at the minimum. In the classical 
theory of density estimation, such as squared-error theory. the optimum 
window is found by trading off variance against bias. 
We should stress that our argument is against the use of compactly sup- 
ported kernels ~4crr los.s is tmwswt~d it1 lGrllhu& -Leihh terms; we agree 
that there is much to be said for such kernels when loss is measured in L’ 
or L’ terms. We are not attacking Kullback -Leibler loss itself, which has 
popular and justified support in problems of discrimination. Indeed, a 
manuscript in preparation [ 131 examines Kullback-~Leibler loss and 
likelihood cross-validation when the kernel has infinite support. That work 
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tackles the problem via an analysis of expected Kullback-~Leibler loss. and 
shows that if the kernel is chosen correctly then the window found by 
likelihood cross-validation is asymptotically equivalent to that which 
minimises expected KullbackkLeibler loss. This approach to the problem is 
not applicable in the case of compactly supported kernels. for at least two 
reasons. First. expected Kullback Leibler loss is usually infinite when the 
kernel has compact support, as we show in the next section. Second, in the 
case of the kernels examined in [ 131 there are no “barriers” to the size of 
window which may be chosen. Therefore loss (expected or otherwise) is 
minimised in the time-honoured fashion of trading off variance against 
bias, unlike the situation with compactly supported kernels. 
WC pause now to introduce notation. Let *Y, . . . . . .‘r’,, denote a random 
sample of size II from the univariate distribution with density f, and let 
denote an estimator of /‘based on kernel IC and window /I 174, 261. Then 
L,,( 11) = 1’ f’( .\- ) log ( ,f’( .\- )/i’( .Y I 11 ) ; L/.\- (1.1 1 
denotes the amount of information available in a single new observation 
from,f’for discriminating between,f’and.j’ [ 18. pp. 44 45; 23. p. 51. It is ter- 
med Kullback -Leibler loss, and is strictly positive provided ,f’and ,i’are not 
equivalent. Assume for simplicity that the support of /‘equals an interval Y’ 
of length I, and that the support of K is confined to ( ~ I, I ). If h .: $I then 
there is a positive probability that some interval of width exceeding 3/l 
lying entirely within Y, contains no observations. In this case .fi.\- 111) = 0 
on a set of s-values within Y’ having positive measure. and so 
L,,( h ) = + r% Therefore ,~henrrcr h < $1, c~.ywctctl Kullhtrck-Leihkr 1o.s.v 
E f L,,( 12) ) is irzfinite. This fact rules out the use of expected 
KullbackkLeibler loss as a criterion for assessing performance of,/: since h 
must converge to zero as II increases to ensure consistency. We should 
work instead with “raw” loss L,,(h), defined at ( 1.1 ). 
Section 2 will summarize our main conclusions, and Section 3 will state 
our technical results in brief form. We adopt this unusual format in an 
effort to communicate the somewhat involved features of Kullback -Leibler 
loss in an economic way. Outlines of proofs will be given in Section 4. We 
give below a brief heuristic account of our main conclusions. as a prelude 
to work in Section 2. 
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The finiteness of the support of a kernel introduces a “barrier” S,, to 
values which the window h can take. Indeed, Kullback-Leibler loss L,,(h) is 
finite if h > S,, and infinite if h < S,,. Likelihood cross-validation consists in 
maximizing the cross-validatory criterion CV(h), defined in Section 3, and 
a second barrier S,T governs the size of CV: CV(k) > -x if h > S,T and 
CV(h) = -8~ if h < S,T. The random variables S,,and S,T decrease to zero at 
the same rate as II + X, but the ratio S,,/Sx has a proper, nondegenerate 
limit. In many circumstances the value K of h which minimizes L,,(h), and 
the value h of h which maximizes CV(h), are asymptotic to the respective 
barriers: &‘S,, + 1 and h/S,* + I in probability. This means that I@/; does 
not converge to one in probability. Most, significantly, since 
hm inf P( S,,jSz > I + i: ) > 0 for some f: > 0. then lim inf P [ L,,( h ) = ^*_ i > 0. 
implying that likelihood cross-validation leads to infinite Kullback Leibler 
loss with positive probability. 
We conclude this section by relating our work to recent contributions in 
other areas. Marron 1231 has studied a weighted L’ measure of loss similar 
to Kullback Leibler loss, in the context of selecting a window for fitting the 
density over a .s~hsct of its support. (See also [lo].) The subset is chosen to 
be a region where the density is bounded away from zero, and in our con- 
text that situation would correspond most closely to the case X, = x2 = 0 
(refer to Sections 2 and 3 for notation). There the existence of a barrier 
causes no problems (see Remark (iii) following Theorem 3.1 ). and so the 
difficulties in working with compactly supported kernels do not emerge 
from Mart-on’s work. Neither do they emerge when loss is measured in 
squared-error terms. In that circumstance it is commonly assumed that the 
kernel has compact support [ 14, 15, 301. 
2. CoNCI.USIoNS 
Assume./‘has support equal to the interval (0, (0. where a>O, and that 
f’(r) behaves like .?I at the lower end and like (u - .v)‘? at the upper end of 
the interval, where r,, rl > 0. (Explicit conditions are given in Section 3.) 
Suppose the kernel 17 has compact support. Then there exists a positive 
random variable S,,, expressible as a function of spacings of order statistics 
from the sample .I’, ,.... ,I’,,. which marks the place at which L,,(h) becomes 
infinite: L,,(h) < Y# if /I > S,,, and L,,( 11) = + I if /I< S,,. Assume for the 
sake of simplicity that z, z max(cc, , M,) > 0. Then the barrier S,, decreases 
to zero at the rate II ’ ‘If+ ” as II increases. If X, = min( x,, x2) < 3 then 
L,,( II) admits the expansion 
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for h on tfle upper .side ef tfze harrier S,,, where C, , C2 > 0. The value of h 
which minimises the right-hand side of (2.1) is asymptotic to 
~J~-C~+~“‘“~+~‘, where C,,- (C,C;‘(r,+l)~ ‘)“‘J+3’. However, if 
SI, + 2 < c(, + 1 (i.e, if min(a,, c(~) + 1 < max(cr,, CC,)), then since S,, decreases 
at the rate n ““ii ‘I, P(fz,, i S,,) + I as II + ‘x. Therefore L,,(/I) = + -z in 
the neighbourhood of h,. Far from minimising L,r(l~)2 any window close to 
h, will actually result in infinite loss with very high probability. 
A detailed analysis of the variance component which gave rise to the 
term C,(nfi) ’ in (2.1) shows that the component is actually made up of 
two parts. One of these parts is dominated by the other for most values of 
II exceeding S,,. The dominant part is of the size C’,(nfJ) ‘. However, as h 
gets very close to S,,, the smaller term grows rapidly, quickly exceeding the 
c’,(tz/z) ’ term and becoming infinite as soon as fJ crosses from /I > S,, to 
/I < S,,. If the value of /J which minimises C,(rlfr) ’ + C2fz7’+ ’ is of a 
smaller order than S,,. then the value of /J which minimises L,,(fl) will be 
close to S,,, but of course not so close as to make the second term in the 
variance component dominant. For example. when min( x, . x2) < 3 and min 
(sI,, x,) + I < max(x,, x2), the value /; minimising L,,(lr) satisfies 6> S,, and 
c,‘S,, --) I in probability. Minimum loss is asymptotic to C? S;f + ‘. This loss 
is of order II “I+ ’ ’ “1 ’ ’ ‘. and so is of a larger order of magnitude than 
inf :C’,(IJ/J) ’ +C’1/~7” ’ i -const./r 17” I”’ ‘I’. 
/r 
In the borderline case where min(c,, x2) + I = max@, . x) < 4, both E/S,, 
and (;/I,, have proper, nondegenerate limiting distributions. On the other 
hand, if max( 2,. x2) < min(r,, x1) + I < 4 then F//J,, + I in probability, and 
the minimum of L,,(h) is asymptotic to the minimum of 
c, (Hf?) ’ + (‘JflX’ + I_ 
So fdr in this discussion we have assumed that min(r,, ;() < 3. II 
min( x, , CC?) > 3, and ,f’ has two bounded, continuous derivatives on (0, I!), 
then the bias term changes from C2/~xc ’ ’ to C21zJ. Expansion (2.1 ) becomes 
L,,(f2)=C1(11f1) ’ +Clh4+o,,j(tJ/J) ’ +fP), ( 2.2 ) 
again for h on the upper side of S,,. The value of h minimising the right- 
hand side is asymptotic to /I,, = C’,,IJ ’ ‘, where C’,, 3 (C,,!4C’,)’ ‘. If 
min(x,, c1?)>3 and max(z,, x2) > 4 then again the barrier at S,, decreases 
at a slower rate than II,,. meaning that L,, is very likely to be infinite for 
windows close to /I~). In this case the window /; minimising L,, satisfies 
fr > S,, and i;i’S’,, + 1 in probability, and minimum loss is asymptotic to 
C?S;f, which is of a larger order of magnitude than II ’ 5, 
Likelihood cross-validation produces a window which behaves in almost 
the same manner as h’, except that the barrier at S,, is replaced by a barrier 
at another point S,T. Both S,, and S,: decrease at the rate II ’ IX, + ‘I. but 
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S,,/S,T has a proper nondegenerate limit. In fact, the weak limits of 
I1 1 (II+ “S,, and ,2l (I, I 1) S ,T h ave different distributions. In those cases where 
the window k minimising KullbackkLeibler loss is asymptotic to the barrier 
S,, (e.g., x, < min(3, 2, ~ 1 )). the window h which maximises the cross- 
validatory criterion is asymptotic to S’z. Therefore the cross-validatory 
window has the correct order of magnitude, but not the correct first-order 
properties. It is possible to have i < S,,. so that the window found by cross- 
validation will actually result in infinite loss. Indeed, if CY, < min(3, z, ~- 1 ) 
then the probability P(h < S,,) has a nonzero limit infemum. 
On the other hand, if the barrier at S,, is an order of magnitude smaller 
than the window which minimises L,, (e.g., if z, < s(, + 1 < 4) then iill; + 1 
in probability, and L,,(h) is asymptotic to L,,(A). 
WC should qualify these comments by pointing out that in this paper, all 
minimisations or maximisations over /I are taken in the range 
I1 “‘<II<,? ‘. for arbitrarily small but fixed c>O. Since the value of /I 
which minimises a quantity such as C,(tr/r) ’ t-h” is asymptotic to const. 
I1 for some 0 < ;I < 1. this seems a reasonable restriction. It is commonly 
made in work of this type; see for example 1331. 
3. Rf!sriLTs 
WC decompose Kullback Leibler loss as L,,(h) = t + B, where 
We may think of c and B as variance and bias components. respectively. 
Convexity and Jensen’s inequality guarantee that B is nonnegative. and 
since B is non-random, its properties may be determined relatively easily. 
The problems described in Sections 1 and 2 associated with 
Kullback Leibler loss and compactly supported kernels derive from c. not 
from B. and so we direct most attention at I-‘. Throughout our work the 
symbols C, c‘,,, C’, ,... denote generic positive constants. 
We assume in all that follows the following conditions on j’ and k: 
I’>0 on (0, LI); ,f’=O outside (0, tr): f’ continuous on (0, u): 
fr, - c, ST’ andJ‘(a-s)-c2.u”’ as .ulO, where (‘,.(.,>O and 
c(I, a,30; (3.2) 
K> 0 on ( ~- 1, 1 ); IV= 0 outside ( - 1, 1 ); A’ symmetric, Holder 
continuous and of bounded variation on ( -~ ‘x. ‘X ); k’ 
integrates to unity over ( - wL, lz). (3.3) 
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Our first task is to determine circumstances in which 1^(/1) < + X. Let 
=maxjX,,,,u-X’,,,,, 4 max (X,,+,,-X,,,)). I<iQU I 
where A7 , , ) G d -xv,,,, denote the order statistics corresponding to the 
sample ,Y, . .._. A,,. If h < S,, then there exists a nondegenerate interval .I 
contained within (0, u) such that ,f?(.rI II) = 0 for .x- E .f. If h > S,, then 
j’(.vlh)>(~/z) ‘K(S,,/h)>O for all .I-~(0. tr). Therefore L,,(A)= +z if 
/I< S,,. and L,,(h) < +X for h > A’,,. To indicate the practical restrictions 
which these properties impose on the size of /I. we should describe the size 
of S,, as II --f ‘x. This we do next. 
Let Z,. Z?.... bc independent negative-exponential random variables. 
take c > 0 and 0 < /j < I. let ;’ denote Euler’s constant, and define 
CZ’((,,/~)=((,/~c,‘) “max exp i-/j i (Z,- 1) j/. 
i i I 
The term within the square brackets here is dominated by 
and so U’(c, [I) is finite with probability one. Clearly Pi M’(c, p):>Oi = 1. 
Let IV, have the distribution of ct’lc,, (x, + I ) ’ ), for i= I and 2, chosen 
so that W’, and IV, are independent. 
THEOREM 3.1. ,4ssun1r coditiorl (3.1) OH j; und it1 ddition tht x, 3 
max(a,. a,)>O. Jf x, # cc2 tlwn Ii’ “J+” S,, 4 W, in distribution. V 
2,=x2=x t/lenri”“+“S,,~max(U’,, _ W,) iri distrihutiom 
Rermrks. (i) It is easy to see from the proof in Section 4 that II’ lzJi ” 
S,, does not converge in probability, only in distribution. 
(ii) Theorem 3.1 and the discussion two paragraphs earlier make it 
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clear that in general, h must be at least as large as order PI ’ “ii- ’ ’ if we are 
to avoid having infinite KullbackkLeibler loss. 
(iii) The theorem fails if x, = CX~ = 0. In that circumstance S,, 
decreases at the rate n ’ log II rather than II ‘, and the condition h > S,, 
demands that h be of order tr ’ log II or larger. Throughout our work we 
shall minimise KullbackkLeibler loss or maximise the cross-validatory 
criterion over values of II within the range II ’ + ’ 6 h < II ‘, for arbitrarily 
small but fixed c > 0, and so a restriction that h decrease no more quickly 
than II ’ log II is immaterial. Therefore we do not investigate the case 
;(, = s(? = 0 in detail in the context of Theorem 3.1. 
The theorem below describes an expansion of p(A) uniformly in h 
satisfying II ’ ’ ’ 6 h < II ’ and II > ( 1 + ~1) S,,, for arbitrarily small E, ‘1 > 0. 
The theorem also show that reductions in L,,(h) which result from taking II 
a little less than (I + PI) S,, are negligible. 
K’(z) tk + B(h) = 1 +O/,(l). (3.5) 
Rwwrk. The variance component of squared-error loss is given by 
and satisfies 
uniformly in t7 ’ +’ 6 h < tl ‘. However, except in the case ‘x, = #CX? = 0 the 
similarity between (3.4) and (3.6) is only superficial, since a crucial charac- 
teristic of I-’ is that (3.4) fails for II close to S,,. 
Our next task is to put the variance and bias components together. In 
order to obtain a simple expression for B, assume in addition to condition 
(3.2) that j‘ has two continuous derivatives on (0, (I) and that .f”‘(r) - 
c’x’(r, - 1 ).YX’ ’ and,f“‘(a-.u) - C~CX~(U~ - 1 ) .Y” ’ as \-JO (except for the 
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cases ai=0 or 1, where we suppose simply that j,f”(s)l (for i= 1) or 
if”(u - x)1 (for i= 2) is bounded on (0, in)). A little analysis shows that as 
h-+0, B-Cf=, E(cci,c,)hgi+’ if min(a,,cc,)<3, and B-&h4 if 
min( x, , c(,) > 3, where 
and, with h(.u) z I’-, (1 - .Y ‘11)’ K(z) rl--, 
8” 1 
E(x,c)=c (cY+l)-‘J I 
0 
-I+ ‘K(Z)LfZ$ i“ .r”(h(u)- 1 -logh(s)j ClY 
-0 I 
(The case min(x, , LY,) = 3 is only slightly different, having B- 
const. h4 log h I. For the sake of brevity we ignore it.) Therefore if r, = 
min(a,, x3) < 3, 
L,,(h) = C,(nh) ’ + Clh”i ’ ’ + op; (nh) ’ + hx’+ ’ ; (3.7) 
uniformly in II ’ +’ < h 6 n ’ and h > (1 + ‘1) S,,. This is expansion (2.1 ) 
from Section 2, and the results discussed there follow from (3.7) and (3.5). 
Expansion (2.2) is obtainable in the same way, on noting that for z, > 3 the 
term Cl/~“‘+’ is replaced by &h4. 
We turn now to likelihood cross-validation. That procedure, introduced 
by Habbema et ul. [8] and Duin [7], suggests that the window k be 
chosen so as to maximise the criterion 
CV(h)rn ’ i log,j;(X)h), 
,=I 
where ,f,(slh)~ ((PI- l)hl ’ C,+,Kl(s-A’,)/h) is the density estimate 
calculated on omitting the ith sample value. Titterington [31. 321 has poin- 
ted out that this technique results from minimising a sample-based version 
of the loss L,, defined at ( 1.1 ). 
Define 
S,T E max min IX, - ‘Y,/ 
I $ I < ,I I < , c li., f I 
= max min(X,,+,,-X ,,,, X,,,-X,,~ ,,). 
I $iCfl 
where we set X,,,E - LYZ and XI,,+ ,,= +KI. Then CV(h)= --yc if /z,<SX, 
and CV(h) > --IX, if /I > S,T. Therefore S,T plays the role of S,, in the con- 
text of cross-validation. To describe asymptotic properties of SX, let r>O, 
O<B< 1, and 
I+‘*(c,/?)- max min (U,+,(c, fl)- Ui(c, ,!I), U,(c,a)- lJl ,(c,/?)~. 
I<,< I 
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I:‘,,( c, p ) f - X’. 
and (as before) Z,. Z,,... are independent negative-exponential random 
variables. Let w,! have the distribution of IY* [c’,, (2, + 1 ) ’ i. for i = 1 and 
3, chosen so that )P’: and K’,* are independent. We state now the 
analogue of Theorem 3.1 for S,T. 
THFOREM 3.3. .-lssutw c,onditiotl (3.2) otz f;  untl in trtlditim tht CX, ES 
max(x,. a, ) > 0. /f’ 2, # ‘cl2 flW? II’ ‘%I + ’ ‘S,T --f It’; in distribution. If’ Y, = 
2, = 2 t/m tl ’ lx ’ ’ IS,: --) max( I+* I”, W? ) in tiistrihirlioti. 
Remarks (i) (iii) following Theorem 3.1 apply here as well. In addition. 
we make the following points. 
(i) To match notation, use the same exponential variables 
Z, = Z,(i) to define both lY, and W: (i = 1, 2). Then Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 
may be generalized to the obvious joint limit theorem for tl’ “i+ “(S,,. S,: ). 
(ii) If notation is matched as described above, then both the 
probabilities P( ct.,? > M,) and P( W,* < U’,) are nonzero. This may be seen 
by writing IZ’, as max(,l,, .$I,, $I2 ,...) and Ck’,* as maxj,1,,min(A,,.12). 
min(.l, . A ]) . . . . 1 for positive random variables A,,, ,I, .,,.. 
Next we state a version of Theorem 3.2 for the criterion CV 
inf 
L’I 
I? ’ i logf‘(X,)-CV(11) 
PI ’ 4 ’ c h ( I, /= I i 
(3.9) 
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Rcmurks. (i ) The presence of the series II ’ C:‘- , log /‘(X, ) in (3.8 ) and 
(3.9) is immaterial from the point of view of maximising dV(lr ) with respect 
to h, since the series does not depend on 11. 
(ii) In view of (3.8) maximising CV(/l) is asymptotically equivalent 
to minimising 
I^ 
(H/Z ) I I TU ! , 
K’(z) t/z + B(h), (3.10) 
provided we stay within a certain range of lt values. Even though L,,(h) is 
asymptotic to the expression (3.10) within a similar range. it is of course 
not true that maximising CV is necessarily asymptotically equivalent to 
minimising L,,(h). since the barriers S,, and S’,: are in different positions. 
(iii) To bring out this point more clearly, assume for the sake of 
argument that 0 < cx, < min(3, x, ~ I ), where x, z min(x, , x2) and 2, = 
max(r,, x2). Then B(h) x const. /I” ’ ’ (see the discussion following 
Theorem 3.2) and so the value of II minimising (3.10) is asymptotic to 
const. II ’ “8 + 2’, which is an order of magnitude smaller than S,: (see 
Theorem 3.3). Therefore the value /; of h which maximises CV(Ir) within the 
range 11 “, <k<n 1 for very small f:, satisfies &.SX + 1 in probability 
(use both (3.8) and (3.9)). Now, L,,(h) is infinite if h < .I‘,,. and by 
Remark (ii ) following Theorem 3.3, 
lim inf P( h < S,, ) 3 P ( CvF < It’, ) > 0. 
,I + / 
Therefore with probability bounded away from zero as II + X. the cross- 
validatory window leads to irrfi’nitc Kullback Lciblcr loss. 
(iv) On the other hand, suppose ‘2, < 2, + 1 < 4. Again. the value of h 
minimisng (3.10) is asymptotic to Iz,,= const. II ’ ‘It “I. but on this 
occasion h,, is an order of magnitude larger than 5’:. Therefore the value h 
which maximises CV(h) and the value /; which minimises L,,(lr), satisfy 
h/h,, + 1 and @/!I,, + 1 in probability. We may now conclude from (3.4) and 
(3.8) that L,,(h)/L,,(fi) + 1 in probability, so that the cross-validatory 
window does lead to asymptotic minimisation of Kullback~~ Leibler loss. 
4. PROOFS 
Proqf’ nf Thcorrm 3.1. Observe that .Y,,, = F ‘((II,,), I ,< i<n. where 
u ,I,6 .” G U(,,, are the order statistics of an n-sample from the uniform 
distribution on (0, 1 ). Let G(u) = F ‘(u). Differentiating the equation 
u=F[G(zr)) we see that 1 -,/‘[G(N)] G’(u), whence 
G(u)-G(r)= i” [,f’;G(w))] ’ r/e, (4.1 1 
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for O<L:<U< 1. Now, G(u)- [c, ‘(a, -t I)u}“‘“‘+“’ as ~10, so 
as 14 JO. Similarly, ,f‘( G( 1 - u) ) - cJ’(‘~ + I ‘( CI? + 1 )crzt(l- + ’ ) zP”~ + ‘) as u 10. 
From these results we conclude that 
X t~+,,rJ',,,=G(~,,, ,,I-G(l',,,) 
wq;,'+(1-h+,,) ',\w,z+I,-ff(,) I 1 
from which it follows that for any 0 < 7 < 1, 
max (X,,~, ,,-X,,,)=O,(n ‘logn) 
1,. ‘C / ‘- I2 ,ir 
as H-,X. Therefore if we choose minj(x,+l) ‘,(rz+l) ‘) ~7~1, we 
shall have 
S,,=max[maxjX,,,.t max (X,,+,,-X,,,)j., 
I ~l~,Z~ 
max(cI-Z,,,,, i max (Xc, + ,, -x(,,))]+o,(rz “T,+“). (4.3) ,I IIT h I8 II 
We shall prove that if CI, > 0 then 
~‘(‘I+‘)maxiX ,,,, 4 max (XC,+,,-X,,,); + W, 
I < I < ,I1 
(4.4) 
in distribution. This result, an analogue for H”(‘? ’ ” max [LI - X,,,,, 
4 max,,..,,,,(X,,+,) -- XI,))), the asymptotic independence of the two 
maxima, and result (4.3), give us Theorem 3.1 if min(a,, cz?) > 0. If, for 
example, #B, > a7 = 0, then 
max (.y,, + ,) -X,,,) + (N -~ X,,,,) = o,(n ’ IX’ + “) 111 c , 5 ,I 
for (CC, + 1) ’ < 7 < 1, and so Theorem 3.1 follows as before. 
Using Renyi’s representation 16, p. 211 we may write 
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From (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain 
G(u)-G(l))= (1 +r(u, L,)i c, ~,‘(~I+I)(~, + 1)’ ~?I+I)(~“(~~+‘I_~‘!(~I+‘I), 
where ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ldu, t?)l -to as 11‘ --, 0. Therefore with b = (c(, + 1 ) ‘, 
the left-hand side of (4.4) equals 
fz”max[G(U,,,), $max{G(U,,+ ,,)-G(U,,,))-] 
=nilil+.p(l)).(CIB)~‘~ ma++$,.i ‘)exp{-B$, (Z, Wi} 
$max exp 
I i 
-fl i .j- ‘- f (Z,-1)/j 
,-!+I ,=I+ I 
= 
i i 
/ 
(1 +o,(l))(~,~r;‘)~~“max exp -/I 1 (Z,- 1)/j , 
,= I 1 
- exp 4f.i 1-B i (Z,-1)/i , 
,=! ,=, 
using the fact that I;-=, .j ’ = log II + 7 + o( 1 ). Result I 4.4) is 
immediate. 1 
We now give several lemmas which are used in later proofs. The first 
lemma provides bounds to 
LEMMA 4.1. Assur~e conditions (3.2) cd (3.3 ). Therr esist C, > C, > 0 
such that C,(s+h)“‘~~~(.~Ih)~C7(.~+h)~l and C,(s+h)“:d~(a--sIlz)~ 
C2(.u+ h)“,for 0 <.Y < $I und 0 -c/z < 1. 
The following lemma allows us to simplify several proofs of uniform con- 
vergence. Let X denote any subset of (0, 1) and let <,,(. ) denote a 
stochastic process indexed by elements of (0, 1 ). 
LEMMA 4.2. In order to shoed that 
sup lL(h)l -+ 0 (4.5) 
hex ,\,n “‘.,l ‘, 
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One way of proving Lemma 4.3 is to argue that if (4.5) fails then for 
some t/ > 0 and along a subsequence of tz-values we have a random variable 
kfn(t1 ’ +I, II ’ ) such that I:,,(h)1 > t/. Invoke Helly’s extraction prin- 
ciple to produce a subsequence along which (log &),i(log tz) converges, and 
take -2 to be a point of support of the weak limit. 
To state the next lemma. define 
LFMMA 4.3. .~~s.rrrt~w cotditiot~.v (3.2) utd (3.3 ). Th tlww e.\-ist 
C2>C, >0 .SIK~I tlwt C’,B,(h)~B(h)~C2B,(I~),fi)~ O<h< I. 
Ptyf’ oj’ fMl?t7ltr 4.3. It is readily shown that for any t’, . r2 > 0. 
as /I + 0. Therefore noting Lemma 4. I. we may confine ourselves to 
proving that for suitable 13, and I’?, the quantity 
satisfies C‘, B2 < B < C2 B, for all sufficiently small h. The upper bound is 
relatively easy, and so we treat only the lower bound. 
If 1111 < 4 then log( 1 + or) < II- $I?+ irrl”. and so if I(/( - f )/‘/‘I < $. 
/‘log(,/;~/l) = -,/‘log ( 1 + (p ~ f,.;f’I >,/‘- /’ + $(p --,f’)‘/f (4.6) 
Choose I’,, I’: > 0 and h,, > 0 such that 
sup Ip(sIk)- ~‘(s)~,~/‘(s)~$ 
I,, , . 1 s l, irr > 
for 0 < h < II,,. If x, = 0, we may take P, < I. For other values of CI, we simply 
take 11, large enough, since (as may be shown after a little analysis) 
lim lim sup sup lp(.YIlI)- f(x)l/f’(x)=O 
,,,.,‘1 . I /I -0 ,,, , \ t, is,,7 
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Using (4.6) to lower-bound f’log(.j//l) for hzl, <I < (I -- IID,. we get 
An analytic argument utilising convexity of -log II demonstrates that as 
I1 + 0. 
where I E 1’ 1 I ( 1 - :/I’, ) ‘I+ ‘K(z) L/Z. If 2, =0 then r, < 1, which entails 
I> 1. If x, > 0 then I # 1 if V, is chosen sufficiently large. Therefore in all 
cases. I - 1 ~ log I > 0. Arguing in this manner we obtain a lower bound of 
Ch” ’ ’ for the first integral in the right-hand side of (4.7). Similarly the 
second integral there is lower-bounded by C’IzX2 + ‘, and so the entire right- 
hand side is lower-bounded by CB,, as had to be shown. 1 
Proqf’c~f’ Thc~m~i~~ 3.2. Let 2’ = .X(rr ) = (11, ,_.., II,,, i denote any sequence 
of real constants satisfying 12 ’ + ‘, 6 h, d II ’ for I d i < tar, and 1~1 6 II” for 
some C’> 0. Recall that x,- max(cc,, x,). We shall prove that for each 
‘1 > 0. 
sup / (H/I) ’ + B(h); K’(l) (1: -to 
I, Y ,ik’, ’ )11:/r . , I , ‘,,.S,. * I 
(4.8) 
in probability. Result (3.4) follows from this conclusion, on noting 
Theorem 3.1 and Holder continuity of K. The proof of (3.5) will be outlined 
at the very end. 
Decompose I-’ as 
c?= t, + I’,. (4.9) 
where 
We treat the terms separately. 
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Step (i). p,. Note that 1’, = -- (~lr) ’ C:‘-, Y,(Ir), where 
Y,( h ) = fr [ ’ K( r ) ; j’( A’, + k ) - p( X, + 11: j h ) ; p( A’, + 11: / h ) ’ tk. 
. I 
and so ess sup / Y,( II )I < C/l and 
/I -‘El Y;(h); 
Qi’? [’ f( .\- ) K( r ) : j’( .x + 17: ) - ‘u( s + /I,] /7 ) ) ? p( .Y + 17: / /7 ) 2 tl\ rk 
I- I 
* % 
= 
J r f- 
1, (.\)-k(ulh)J’~1(.\-1II) 2 l//(.Y)Ll.Y, (4.10) 
where cl/(s) z f ’ , ,f’(s - hz) K(z) tfi-. Next we bound $. If - ,-K < r < +. 
i. \ ii 
$(.\Y) < c, ) (.Y - /II)“’ K(z) d:: (4.1 I ) 
.’ I 
if 0 < .I- < $1. the right-hand side of (4. I I ) is dominated by C, {,f(.v) + 17”’ i; 
if -17 < s < 0, it is dominated by c’21711: and if x < --h, it is zero. A similar 
bound applies to $(.x) for +I < y < x . and so 
~(.~)~C(,f(s)+h”‘l(~h<.\-<~LI)+/7~~I(jII<.\-<~I+/7). 
Using this estimate in (4.10), and noting Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3, we find that 
jQ(.uli7) ’ ti.\-] 
(4.11) 
The following result is immediate from (4.12), the essential boundedness of 
h ‘1 Y,(h)l, and Bernstein’s inequality [ 19, p. 171: 
P(I~,I>L~)~~~X~/-C~I!‘(B+~~) ‘1, 
for 0 < 17 < 1 and r > 0. In consequence. for any < > 0, 
P[sup{(r7/7) ‘-tB(h)] ‘yi’,(/l,l>;] 
IlF r( 
< c P[I;‘,(h)><#h) ‘-tB(h))]+O (4.13) 
,,r v/ 
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Step (ii). p3. Fix r > 0, and write 
P: = ( k, + P-& + F-z3 ) 
147 
We shall treat i/,,, c,,, and i/z3 separately. First, we record several results 
obtainable via the Komlos-Major-Tusnady approximation [?O], rather 
much as in Silverman [29]: 
sup lf(.u/lI)--(SJh)-A(uI/z)I dZ,,,(nlz) ’ logrr, (4.14) 
I <\<I 
where for each ,j, 1 Z,,,, II 3 1 ) denotes a tight sequence of random variables 
not depending on h or X, and 
for a suitably chosen Brownian bridge I%‘!; and for each 0 < < < 1, 
sup If^‘(.\.Ih)-~1(Il~~)l <iZ ’ ?/l ” 2U’ +-‘z,,,(;,. (4.15) 
I c\c I 
Step (ii.a). c^.??. Since (log( I + U) - II + $z? d ClzrJ3 for II > ~~ 1, then 
on the set 
From (4.15) and Lemma 4.1 we conclude that if T = T(E) is sufficiently small 
then P(6)+ 1 and 
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in probability. so that 
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,((nh) ‘; 
(4.16) 
uniformly in /IE.;Y. 
Let IX, E max(x,. x,). Note that 
where 
A little analysis produces the bound E( Yf’) < C(U~~‘~)” for integers t > 1. 
and so by Markov’s and Rosenthal’s inequalities [4. p. 401. 
for < > 0. By Markov’s inequality. 
2, 
< C’(<)(Hll) 2’ ,& II’ 1 lE( Y,, ,, Y”,,!,)I’ (4.19) 
121.11 
where C,m denotes summation over sequences .Y = (i, , j, ,..., i,,, j,,) such 
that each integer X-, I <k < I, appears at least twice in .“, no integer k > I 
appears in .V. and i, #.j,- for 1 d T< 2t. For each such .Y’ we may choose 
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clistitzc’t indices rh such that h-e (i,, ,j,k ) for l <A < 1. Without loss of 
generality, each rl, = k.Thenfor --x<z<x, 
E[ K i I + (X,, - x,, ,/I2 ) . K 1: + (A-,>, - x,,, ,/A ; 1 
= II’ 1”” ’ [(“I ’ K( 1 + .I‘,, ~ .1’,, ) lv- + .I‘,,, - .l’,lt 1 
‘(1 -0 
x f’( hy ] ) ,f’(lzy,) f@ , f@, 
<c’,h’ 1’ ... r’ K(z + j‘,, - .1‘,, ) zc:(: + -1‘,?, - .I’,,! 1 
This observation and the fact that 
give us 1-U Y,, ,, Y,?,,,! )I 6 c’(~r”~‘lr)“/r’. Therefore by (4.19 ). 
(4.20) 
Combining (4.17). (4.18) and (4.20) taking t as large as is necessary, and 
noting that E( Y, ) Y /ICI S h”, we set that for sufficiently small T > 0, 
ht x 
in probability. From this result and (4.16) we conclude that 
sup nlr G.22 - (n/z) ‘$I (’ iv(z) r/z + 0 (4.21 ) 
At I - 1 
in probability. 
Step (ii.b). PI,. Let r >O be so small that (4.21 ) holds. We work with 
this T. Since Ilog(1 +u)---log(1 +u)I(u< -+)I <zu’ for UP -1. then 
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provided /I> S,,. (Use Lemma 4.1 to bound ~(s 1 h).) Let 0 < /I, < /I. By 
(4.14). 
The fact that 
sup IWJ.F)- Hqr)~(t-.r) ” ;‘.z6z,,,(;) 
0 < \ .: , < I 
(4.23 ) 
for 0 < < < I gives 
1?~IZ,A(.Y~/7,)-IZ~(.K~l2))~ 
G z;,(;) j’ IF(.K-lz_)-F(.K-h,--)(’ ; 1rik’(z)l 
I 
for 0 < .\- < $I. Again by (4.14), ,4’(.~(h,)62j,~.~~h,)-~(.~lh,)i.’-t 
7(nh,) ’ (log n)‘Zi,, and so 
17lZ~(,j.(.\.I/I)-~~(.K1/1)~~ 
whence for /I, < /I < 1. 
+ (n/z) ‘(log n)’ “(X+,Z) i I, 
1’ [I\-+n ‘17 (1 +c) j” ,) (v+h) “dK 
x Z,,,( < 1. (4.24) 
Take 17, E 17 ’ +‘, and note that 
E ~j’(.rllz,)~~(.K/lI,))~(.K+h~) “d.K <C(nlz,) ‘12 T, 
1 
r” (s + 12) x1c d.K< C(h’ 2fc + log n) 
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provided [< l/cc, and h, <h <n ‘. Combining the estimates from (4.24) 
down we conclude that 
dC sup 
h t .X :,,h”l + ’ > ‘I 
(nh)-’ (logn)2J’ (.u+/z)~~‘d.~Z,,+u,(l). 
0 
(4.25) 
If n/r”’ + ’ 2 ‘1 then nh(.v + h)“’ > (q/2){ 1 + nh(x + h)“‘), and so 
Therefore the right-hand side of (4.25) converges to zero in probability 
(treat separately 2, > 1, r, < 1). In company with(4.22) this shows that 
p,,= i i’ ,:’ ,1’(.u)log~~(sIh)lj’(slh)J lij’(.~lI~)/~(~~IIz)<f) d.y 
+o,((nh) ‘) (4.26) 
uniformly in h E .F satisfying nh” + ’ > q and h > S,,. 
Note that for O<.u<ta and A>(l+q)S,,, we have C,(s+/z)“< 
/i(sl 11) d C2(s + 12)“’ and 
(n/z) ’ inf 
IM‘ZCI +q,-’ 
f%+,f(slh)dh ‘sup K. 
Therefore /log{/l(.u I /z)/f(x A))1 d Clog n, and the absolute value of the 
integral on the right-hand side of (4.26) is dominated by C(logn) Z(A), 
where 
If we prove that 
(log n) sup nhZ(h) -+ 0 
ht x 
(4.27) 
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in probability, then it will follow via (4.26) that 
sup th I?, 1 = o,,( I 1. (4.28) 
,,c r/:,dr’i 1’ -,].I, -,I I ,,I\,, 
TO establish (4.27 ) we make use of Lemma 4.2. Given i. E (0, 1 ), choose 
0 < S < min(A, I - i) so small that for some /I > 0, 
(r,+l)[j>l-i.+s an d 2,/k I -LS. (4.29 ) 
We shall prove that 
(log n) sup nhI( II ) 4 0 (4.30) 
,I 1 ‘15 ,, > ,i ’ ,) 
in probability. Take (T > Y, 0. and use Holder continuity of K to select /I > 0 
so large that 
uniformly in - %’ < .Y < x , I? ’ ” < 11, < h, < t1 ’ 8 ” satisfying 
A,-11, 6n I’, and large n. Let 12; ,.... 11:. + , represent lattice points spaced 
n p apart and satisfying II A I’ = II’, < 11; < < 11; d n ’ ‘I’ < 11:. , , Given 
h E [n ‘. I’> n ’ ’ “I, let j = j( /z) be that index out of l,..., r which minimises 
j/z - II;]. Then 111 -II;,,,,] d II I’, and so the event ,f( .v 1 Ir)//c( .x- 1 h ) < + implies 
j‘(rIh;,,,,)<C~(s112~1,,I)+tz ri. Since /L( I 112) 3 C-Y”’ >, c’n ‘I” for n 
and 0~11; 1. 
Ii 6 .Y d $11 
and since CT >a,/], then for sufficiently large n, 
$l( s I h ) + II ii 6 $(s~ 12) uniformly in n “<.\-<&I and O<h< 1. In con- 
sequence, 
An application of Bernstein’s inequality produces the bound 
P(.fl(slh)d~~(.~lh)) dexpl -Cnh(.~+h)~‘j 
for 0 <s < ;u and 0 < II< 1. Therefore the expected value of the right-hand 
side of (4.31 ) is dominated by 
<C, (n p”1+ “+ $zrexp( -C’,n’ ’ ” “I”)) = o(n ” ’ “/log n), 
the last equality following from (4.29). It follows that the expected value of 
the left-hand side of (4.30) converges to zero as n + x , proving (4.30). 
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We have now established (4.28). Combining that result with its analogue 
for pZl. and also with (4.21) we conclude that 
f, = L-%, + F-Y, + Pi1 = (nh) ‘$2 
j’, 
K’(r)ck+o,{(nh) ‘) 
uniformly in 11 E .# satisfying 1112”’ + ’ > q and k > (1 + ye) S,,. This concludes 
Step (ii) of the proof. The desired result (4.8) follows on combining 
Steps (i) and (ii ), and noting the decomposition (4.9). 
It remains only to prove (3.5). Notice that in the argument given so far, 
all the estimates obtained up to and including (4.26) need only the 
assumptions II ’ + ’ < 12 < n ‘, tzh”’ + ’ > tl and h > S,,; they do not require 
II > ( I + tl) A’,,. To treat the case where tz ’ +’ 6116 n ‘,, nh”’ + ’ > q and 
s,, 6 h < ( 1 + ‘1) s,,, notice that logj/c(x h)/j‘(.\-1 h)) 3 - Clog n uniformly 
in - -x < .V < ‘-L’, tz ’ + ’ < /I < ti ‘, and samples {A’,). Therefore by (4.26) 
inf tzh t2, 3 - C( log n) sup nhI(lr ) + o,J 1 ). (4.32) 
1st *y /IF iy 
By (4.27). the right-hand side of (4.32) converges to zero in probability as 
t? + x. The desired result (3.5) follows from this estimate, its analogue for 
I “‘23, (4.9), (4.21 ), and the conclusion of Step (i). 1 
Theorem 3.3 may be proved after the fashion of Theorem 3.1. 
Proctf‘ qf Throretn 3.4. Note that tz ’ x;=, logf(X,) - CL’(A) = 
B(h) + T,(h) + T?(h), where 
T,(h) = tz ’ i [log (,f‘( X,)/p(X, / h)) - E log 
,-I 
I. 
T,(h)rtt ’ f log[~(X,lh)l~(X,lh)). 
I-I 
Let .H = .# (n) be as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. To prove (3.8 ) it suffices 
to show that 
’ T7(/z)-(nh) ‘fu 
I’ 
I K?(z)& +o 
1 
(4.34) 
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in probability. Result (4.33) may be established relatively easily, using 
moment bounds and Bernstein’s inequality, since for each h. T, is just a 
sum of independent random variables having zero means. We shall outline 
the proof of (4.34). 
Let D,- I~,(X,j/?)--(X,jh))/l*(.Y,i~~), .Y;=(n *,a-tr? ‘1 where r>O, 
and 9; E (0, a)\-q. Then T, = - T,, + iT2, + T2? + T1, ~ TLi, where 
Write 
where M(S 1 h) E E[Kj(.Y, ~~ .\-)i/rj ~(X,]/I) ‘1 and U(,$~,. ,I,) E 
K[(X,-X,)/hi p(X,Ih) ’ - zl(.Y, / 17 ), and note that El C’(,Y,, *I’?) 1 X, 1 = 
Ei U(,k., , X,) I X, ) = 0. The first series on the right-hand side of (4.36) may 
be handled using techniques employed earlier to establish (4.20), while the 
second series is a sum of independent random variables and may be con- 
trolled via moment bounds and Bernstein’s inequality. Arguing thus we 
may show that 
sup ; (Id1 ) ’ + B(h)j ‘~T,,(h)l 40 
/I F H ,I/!‘, + ’ ‘% ,I 
in probability, where xi = max(g , , CI?). 
To handle Tz2, __ wrote T,, = Tz2, + T,,? + Tz2., where 
TJ2, = E[DfI(X, E:J;)) x (nh) ‘u 
J / 
*’ K’(z) LIT. 
and 
(4.37) 
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The term Tzzr is just a sum of independent random variables with zero 
means, and so we may show relatively easily that 
sup ((nh-' + B(h);, ~'lT,m2(h)i -+O 
ht W.rlh',+'>rj 
in probability as II --f x‘. To treat T,,, we employ Lemma 4.2, and show 
that for each 0 <i < 1 there exists 6 = 6(E.) > 0 such that 
sup r~h)T~~~(h)I --f 0 (4.38) ), / 0 ( ,, ( ,, I + II 
in probability. A little tedious algebra produces the bound E( TzJ3) d 
C(E)(~Z/Z)-~~Z~“~~+ (n/z))’ ‘) uniformly in II-~’ +’ </I <n ’ for i-:>O, where 
/I = T max( s,, c(‘). Let cr f min(E,, 1 - i.). If /I; ,..., II:, , are lattice points 
spaced II ’ (fl8’ apart and satisfying 12 ’ I) = II’, < /I; < ... < 11: < 
II -;+“<h:.+,, and if 6, T are chosen so small that 0 < 6, r < a,/l6, then 
P( sup nh;/T,,,(h)J >yl; d i (nh:/~l)'EjT~,,(/1:)) +O. 
I <,,cr r=l 
To treat values of h in the gaps between lattice points /I:, first use the 
KomlossMajor-Tusnady approximation (see (4.14) and (4. I5 )) and 
Holder continuity of the Brownian bridge (see (4.23)) to show, after some 
algebra, that if 0 < /z, d h2 < 1 and 0 < < < 1, 
lDZ(~l,)-D’(lZ,)I G lD,(h,)-D,(k,)l (ID,(h,)l + lD,(/1,)1 I 
< j,p I/!, II +;I( 1 -/l,jIJ I)” .?I(’ :I 
+ ,I 2/i (3 2 ‘h , ” “‘j+;‘logn; Z,,(i) 
uniformly in indices i such that A-, E F/;, where jZ,,([), II > 1 i denotes a 
tight sequence of random variables. From this estimate we may prove that 
if p. 6, and T are sufficiently small then 
sup sup nlz i [Df(lzl)-Df(/z)) Z(,Y,E.CJ;) -0 
I < , c I 12; s I, 5 1,; _ , ,=I 
in probability. An analogous estimate may be obtained if each Df is 
replaced by E(DP 1 X,), and together these results give (4.38 ). Combining the 
results in this paragraph we conclude that 
TLL=(nh)-'al' K"(z)tk+o,, 
I 
uniformly in /I E X satisfying n/z”)+ ’ > ye. 
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The terms T,? and TzJ are relatively easy to estimate, using the 
approximations (4.14) and (4.15). By employing the inequalities (4.35) we 
may show that if 5 > 0 is sufficiently small, 
in probability, and that for each T > 0, 
in probability. Combining these estimates with (4.37) and (4.39) we con- 
clude that 
uniformly in h E .W satisfying rzlr”, + ’ > ‘1, 
If I? ’ ’ J < jr< 12 ’ and /I > (I + ?I) S,T then ]log[~((X,I Ir)/?,(,lr’,I/~) j 1 < 
C log H, and so / T?,l < C (log II) J(h), where 
A slight modification of the techniques used to prove (4.27) shows that 
(log II ) sup dlJ( h ) + 0 
in probability. and so by (4.40) 
( (1212 ) ’ + B(h)) 
uniformly in h E X Y satisfying rrlr”! + ’ > 11 and jr > (1 + I\) S,T. This is 
equivalent to (4.34). and completes the proof of (3.8). To establish (3.9), 
observe that all the estimates obtained up to and including (4.40) require 
only the restrictions tl ’ + ’ 6 II< tz ’ and tzhxl + ’ > ‘1; they do not need 11 > 
(1 + 11) S,T. Now use an argument similar to that in the last part of the proof 
of Theorem 3.3. m 
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